
SPHERE AUTOMATED 
SATELLITE SYSTEM

Just pulled up to your perfect holiday spot? 
It’s time to impress the locals with your SASS!

  Mounting base plate (pre-drilled) included for easy installation and improved weight  
distribution on the RV roof top. 

  SASS features a twin LNB - 10.7GHz and 12V operation.

  Indoor unit (IDU) comes with x4 mounting brackets that allow for under or over shelf installation.

  Dedicated to search for the C1/D3 satellites, making the selection process even easier.
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THE ALL NEW SPHERE AUTOMATED SATELLITE SYSTEM IS HERE.
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DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BY: DEALER / SUPPLIER

SPECIFICATIONS

Power 12V

Frequency 10.7GHz (twin LNB)

Closed Height 200mm

Size of Mounting Base Plate 700L x 400W (mm)

Recommended Clearance  
(from centre of rotating head)

‣ 600mm - surrounding items such as air  conditioners or hatches must 
  not be taller than 260mm. If surrounding items are taller than  
  260mm, more clearance is needed
‣ 450mm - surrounding items must not be taller than190mm
‣ 200mm - surrounding items must not be taller than 70mm

Installed Weight 19Kg (including cables and controller)  
16Kg (roof mount / base plate only)

Moving with the times, the Sphere Automated Satellite System (SASS) is innovative and technologically 
advanced. It has been designed to locate and lock onto satellites quickly (in particular, the C1/D3 
satellites which cover the majority of Australia).

It is compatible with Direct Broadcast Satellites (DBS) which broadcast audio, video and data from 
satellites about 35,406km away! To ensure the best signal is received from DBS, the SASS must have a 
clear view of the satellite i.e. make sure there are no trees or heavy cloud in the signal pathway. It also 
has a built in Digital Broadcast Receiver.

SASS comprises of two main components: the dish (which houses the positioning mechanism and twin 
LNB) and the indoor unit (which is the system’s user interface and allows the user to control/access 
the SASS). The SASS comes with a pre-drilled mounting base plate, making it easy to install and offers 
better weight distribution across the RV rooftop.
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